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I. DECISION:

1.1. For the reasons set out below, I direct that the material ordered to

be produced, and delivered by the respondent to the Registry

subject to objection, be made available to the complainant, on
conditions

REASONS FOR DECISION

2. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

2. I Relevantly to this decision,

directions:

I. Directthat on or before 3 February 2012 both parties willseek
from the Registry the issuance of an order forthe production of
documents

2. iteither party wishes to object to the order that is made they will
lodge their objection on or before Friday 24 February 2012

3. itsuch an objection is filed and served then the other party will
on or before 12 March 2012 file and serve a response to that
objection

2.2. On 3 February 2012 I made this order for production, directed to

the respondent

regarding Traitiee Constable Colin Jenkinson and Tralriee Constable
Kyle Feincks, all documents relating to

Ia) the instigation, conduct and conclusion of investigations in 2008,
by or on behalfofthe Cornrriissioner, into allegations of dishonest
conduct, and

(b) any decision by or on behalfofthe Coinrntssioner as to what
action to take in light of those investigations

2.3. On 17 February the respondent delivered documents to the

Registry, sealed and subject to objection. On 24 February the

respondent wrote to the Registry, setting out reasons for the

objection.

2.4. The Registry has received no communication from the complainant

on this issue

on 7 February 2012 I made these
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2.5 I have not inspected the documents ordered to be produced ('the

documents'). Their nature is apparent from their description. The

respondent's objection is not in terms that requires me to

distinguish among the documents

3. RELEVANCE OF THE MATERIALS SOUGHT

3. I

3.2. I understand the law to be as follows

Therespondentsaysthatthe documents are notrelevant

I. There must be a legitimate forensic purpose relating to the
principal action and areasonable chancethatthe documents
sought by the subpoena will further that purpose ... it is
inappropriate to use a subpoena as a substitute for discovery'
(Hudson &Anor VBrarrir&AZTor[2005] NTCA 5 per Martin CJ
(with whom Riley J agreed) at 1251)

2. Even when there is a legitimate forensic purpose, 'it is also
necessary to consider whether the subpoena is merely a fishing
exercise in the hope of obtaining documents relevantto that
purpose'(Hudson per Martin CJ at 1381).

3. A fishing expedition'is an exercise where a party is 'endeavountig
notto obtain evidence to support their case, butto discover
whether they had a case at all, orto discover the nature of the
case of the defendant',(Hudson per Martin CJ at 1391 citing
Adanis J in Roads and n'ajarcAuthorityvConolfy, ;in turn citing
Brownie A-JA in Coinnu'ssionerofPolice vTuxford)

4. It is not a fishing expedition 'ifit appears to be "on the cards" that
the documents sought will be relevantto an issue raised by the
accused'(Hudson per Martin (BRI CJ at t381 citing Gibbs CJ in
All'ster vine Queen [1983] HCA 45,11984) 154 CLR 404)

5. Alternatively to the test of'on the cards', it is enough that 'there is
a reasonable chance that the documents in question' will meetthe
specffied forensic purpose IHudson per Martin CJ at 1391 citing
Adarns J in Roads and fi'atticAuthori4yvCono^/I

6. As for the differenttenms used to express the test, Martin CJ in
Hudson at 14/1:

[t]here may be little difference between the "on the cards" test
and a test expressed as "a reasonable chance that the
documents in question willserve the purpose so specified"
Excessive refinementshould be avoided. The Court must

apply a practical test which is sound in principle and fair to
the parties. In my view, either formulation satisfies those
criteria
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7.1n The Queen vLaw& Ors 120081 NTCCA 4 Martin CJ reviewed
judicial discussion of the test, focussing on what degree of
'possibility' attaches to the whether the material will meetthe
specified forensic purpose. Relying on CUTnniins J in Dz:I'ector of
PublicProsecuttons MCI vselwayt2007jVSC 244;(2007) 172 A
CTim R 359 and Ben J in Rage^'vMagr'strates'Court of Victoria
120081 VsC I, Martin CJ (at t761-t8411 decided that the standard is
that of'reasonable possibility', having regard to the importance of
the issue to which it is said the subpoena relates Ibroadly
interpreted), to the importance of the document in question in the
deterTmnation of that issue, and to the circumstances as a whole,
while being careful notto deprive a party of documents which
could be of assistance.

3.3. The respondent rightly says that this Coinimssion cannot conduct an

unfair disrulssal proceeding, and cannot conduct a 'broad ranging

inquiry into the NT Police practices concerning disciplinary decisions

made of prospective employees'. The documents are not sought for
and those are not the issues to which thethose purposes,

coinplalriant says the documents relate.

3.4. The respondent rightly says that this Coinrntssion should not penntt

a fishing expedition because the complainant 'hopes the documents

may be relevant'. The respondent says that the complainant has not

shown that the documents are relevantto any issue. I disagree. At

the directions hearing the coinplairiant's legal representative

e><planied that the forensic purpose to which there is a reasonable

chance that the documents relate is establishing a comparator so as

to meet the test for discrirritnation. Further, the description of the

documents is consistent with there being a reasonable chance that

they will meetthat purpose.

3.5. Whether the documents actually meet that purpose is a matter to be

decided ifand when they are relied on as evidence by the complainant

in the hearing. The respondent's argument, made at this stage, that

the documents do notin fact meetthe forensic purpose, can be made

at the stage - ifit occurs - that they are tendered.
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3.6 In my view, the documents are properly sought under an order for

production and should be produced, unless for reasons of harm to

the public interest they should not be produced

4. PUBLIC INTEREST IMMUNITY

4. I The respondent says that there is a public interest in not providing
accessto the documents

4.2. I understand the law to be that the claim of public interest immunity,

which relies on the public harm from disclosure, must be weighed

agalrist the competing public interest of the proper adrntnistration of

justice, which ensures access to relevant and otherwise adrntssible

evidence of significance to the issues in the trial IAIcoota & furor v

CLC & Ors [2001] NTSC 30 at 1301-t311 per Martin CJ, citing The

Coriumonwealth vNorthenz Land Councz1[1993] HCA 24;(1992-1993)

176 CLR 604 at 616, and Spigelman CJ in Egarz v Chadi, 7'ck 119991

NSWCA 176;(1999j 46 NSWLR 563 at 573

4.3. The proper adrimiistration of justice in this matter should ensures

that the complainant has access to relevant and other\vise adnxissible

evidence of significance to the issues in the trial. The coinplalriant

says that the documents will help him to establish his claim ifthey

provide evidence of a comparator for purposes of meeting a test for

discrimination under the AZTtt-Dr'sentryhatton Act; deriving access to

the documents the documents would therefore frustrate the

adrntnistration of justice

4.4. Agairist this, the respondent says that there will be public harm from

disclosure because there is an over-riding 'need to safeguard the

proper functioning of the executive arm of government and of the

public service'. Specifically, the respondent says that the documents

will reveal 'past matters which are not relevant to their current roles',

with an attendant risk that 'disclosure of those past events may be

nitsused or jusedl to underTrime the integrity and competence of the

officers'. Further, the respondent says that the documents relate to a

confidential process 'designed to maintain integrity in the police
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service' and that the officers to whom the documents relate 'would not

be seen' by the officers to whom they relate. Finally, the respondent

says that the production of the documents would underTmne the

confidential nature of the respondent's disciphnary process.

4.5. These are serious considerations, and I do not consider them lightly.

I must weigh them aganist real possibility that the documents will

help the complainant establish his claim of unlawful discrirntnation.

It may be that the complainant's case will failfor want of access to the

documents. At the sanie time, steps can be taken to guard against

the concerns raised by the respondent. As has been pointed out in

sinxilar proceedings (J!4. vstate of Newsouth Wales IAIewSouth Wales

Police/ or0 21[2004] NSWADT 76 at t141):

Accessto documents produced in answer to a summons are
given to a specified party or parties. There are legal lintts on the
on the use of material obtalried under sunrrnons. (BSsoAustr'alla
Resources Ltd VPIommarr[1995] HCA 19;(1995j 183 CLR 10 at
33, Home 0177ce vHarmarz[1983] IAC 280. ) Apartywho is
granted access to documents is not entitled to use those
documents other than for purposes connected with the
proceedings. If a proper case is made out, the privacy of
Individuals can be protected by the Tribunal making an order as
to the confidentiality of exhibits.

4.6. On balance, I am of the view that the frustration of the adrrxinistration

of justice in this case, if the documents are not made available,

outsveighs any public harm that nitght be done ifthe documents are
made available under certalri conditions.

4.7. The respondent has proposed conditions under which the documents,

if the they are produced, should be used. I have taken those

proposed conditions into accountin making the orders below.

5. DECISION AND ORDERS

5.1. I disimss the application by the respondent for the non-production of

documents delivered to the Registry subject to objection. The

following orders do not extend to the use of the documents at the

hearing. It may be that the complainant will not in fact propose to

use documents at the hearing; if he does, and they are adnitssible,
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then appropriate conditions

Accordingly, I order that:

I. the documents be produced to the coinplaniant subject to the
following conditions

I. the documents shall be produced to, and inspected by, only
the coinplairiant's legal representatives, to enable them to
assess whether the documents are in factlikely to help the
coinplalnant establish his claim of unlawful discriinination

it. the coinplatriant's legal representatives will exercise the
order for access in (1) above at the prenitses of the
Commission and, subject to (3) below, may make personal
notes but may not make copies of any of the documents

ill. when exercising the order for access in accordance with (2)
above, the complainant's legal representatives will not
make any notes of personal identifying details of the
officers to whom the documents relate other than to record
their nanie and rank

tv. the complainant's legal representatives will not convey to
any other person, including the coinplalnarit:

a. the names or personal identifying details of any
person referred to in the documents, or

b. any of onnation about the conduct of the officers
which was the subject of the disciphnary
procedures to which the documents relate

v. nothing in these conditions is intended to prevent the
coinplairiant's legal representatives from advising the
coinplairiant on whether the documents are likely to help
him establish his claim of unlawful discntintiation, or from

obtalritrig relevant instructions form him.

the parties have leave to approach the Registry for further
orders.

Cari be considered at that inn

Simon Rice

Hearing Commissioner
26 March 2012
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